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Learning-based Tracking Area List Management
in 4G and 5G Networks

Jessica Moysen and Mario Garcı́a-Lozano

Abstract—Mobility management in 5G networks is a very challenging issue. It requires novel ideas and improved management so that
signaling is kept minimized and far from congesting the network. Mobile networks have become massive generators of data and in
the forthcoming years this data is expected to increase drastically. The use of intelligence and analytics based on big data is a good
ally for operators to enhance operational efficiency and provide individualized services. This work proposes to exploit User Equipment
(UE) patterns and hidden relationships from geo-spatial time series to minimize signaling due to idle mode mobility. We propose a
holistic methodology to generate optimized Tracking Area Lists (TALs) in a per UE manner, considering its learned individual behaviour.
The k-means algorithm is proposed to find the allocation of cells into tracking areas. This is used as a basis for the TALs optimization
itself, which follows a combined multi-objective and single-objective approach depending on the UE behaviour. The last stage identifies
UE profiles and performs the allocation of the TAL by using a neural network. The goodness of each technique has been evaluated
individually and jointly under very realistic conditions and different situations. Results demonstrate important signaling reductions and
good sensitivity to changing conditions.

Index Terms—Mobility Management, Tracking Area Lists, Mobile Networks, Big Data Analytics, Multi-Objective Optimization
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1 INTRODUCTION

MObility management is one of the core procedures of
cellular networks. It allows to track user equipment

(UE) and deliver communication services in a seamless
manner. Being in continuous evolution and research of new
ideas, it is a key element in the development of mobile
networks towards their fifth generation (5G).

Mobility is managed at two different levels depending
on whether the UE is in connected or idle mode. In the first
case, UEs inform about events in which neighbour base sta-
tions provide a better reception level than the current server.
This means UEs are located at cell level and handover is the
procedure in charge of transferring the connections between
base stations. On the other hand, when UEs are in idle mode
they do not report all cell reselections. They just inform
about changes in registration areas conformed by several
cells. This is done to minimize uplink signaling, power
consumption and interference. It also reduces the processing
load in the Mobility Management Entity (MME) in the core
network. In the context of pre Long Term Evolution (LTE)
networks, such areas are named location or routing areas for
circuit and packet switched domains respectively. Each cell
belongs to a single location/routing area and continuously
broadcasts the corresponding identifier. Thus, every time a
UE detects an area change, it reports the event to the core
network by sending an update message (uplink signaling).
Whenever a new incoming connection arrives, it is possible
to locate the UE since all the cells in its area will send a
paging message (downlink signaling) until the UE answers
back or a timer expires.

From a planning viewpoint, the number of cells in
each registration area is a compromise between the number
of area updates and the volume of paging messages, i.e.
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between uplink and downlink signaling load. Hence, it is
a typical and well-studied optimization problem [1]. Area
updates depend on UE spatial density and their mobility
level and, on the other hand, paging depends on traffic load.

Since each cell belongs to a single routing/location area,
the resulting groups are non-overlapping. Consequently,
one of the problems with this mobility management ap-
proach is the existence of border cells. They are in charge
of transmitting the update messages from all users entering
into the area, thus needing extra signaling channels and so
reducing their capacity to carry data traffic. Collision rates
in the uplink random access channel are also increased,
which impacts on collision resolution time. This is even
more important in environments with a massive number
of devices such as railways [2].

LTE tackled this problem by introducing the concept of
Tracking Area List (TAL) [3]. Tracking areas (TAs) is the
name of registration areas in the context of LTE and New
Radio (NR). The particularity in these systems is that a UE
in idle mode can handle a list of them. This way, when the
UE enters a TA that is not contained in its current list, it
reports the event to the network and gets back a new TAL.
Since different UEs can be configured with different lists,
the signaling associated with updates is distributed among
several cells and area borders become blurred. Also, the
newly allocated list may be overlapped with the previous
one. This solves the problem of frequent updates due to
UEs moving in the border between two TAs or due to sharp
changes in channel conditions.

Our work lies in the context of 4G and 5G networks,
where radio access network densification is one of the key
ingredients to increase network capacity. A new layer of
small cells is expected to serve the massive number of
UEs from machine type communications. In this context,
handling mobility is a very challenging issue with most of
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the efforts being set in handover mechanisms. Idle mode
mobility requires imaginative ideas and improved manage-
ment so that signaling is kept minimized and far from con-
gesting the network. Also, artificial intelligence is expected
to play a key role in 5G network self-optimization thanks to
the availability of big data provided by users and network
elements.

Cellular networks have become massive generators of
data, which can be smartly exploited by operators thanks to
new processing and storage capabilities favored by multi-
access edge computing and fog/cloud Radio Access Net-
work (RAN) architectures. Indeed, many recent works have
proposed frameworks for big data driven mobile network
optimization [4] [5].

This work proposes to exploit big data analytics discov-
ering particular UE patterns from geo-spatial time series.
In particular, we propose a mechanism that generates op-
timized TALs in a per UE manner considering its learned
individual behaviour.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2, describes the state of the art in this area and
the main contributions. Section 3, deals with UE pattern
characterization and classification. Section 4 presents the
procedure to assign cells into TAs and the optimization of
TAs into TALs for the different types of UEs. We present
in Section 5 the scenario considered. Section 6 focuses on
the analysis and performance evaluation of each stage of
the framework. Then, Section 6.4 analyzes the results ob-
tained when the complete strategy operates in a network in
exploitation. Finally, we draw our conclusions and future
work in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK AND CONTRIBUTIONS

Mobility management for idle mode terminals is composed
of two procedures, paging and TAL updates. The latter
being formed by two sub problems, TA planning and TAL
allocation. So we can find different groups of works depend-
ing on where they put the main focus.

2.1 Paging Schemes
Several authors have formulated new paging schemes [6]–
[8] to reduce the amount of signalling from the MME. Exam-
ples are: Blanket polling, shortest distance first, sequential
paging, velocity paging [8]. Others adapt to ultra dense
deployments and act hierarchically so that macro-cells re-
distribute paging messages to pico-cells via the X2 interface
as a means to reduce signalling load at the core network [9].
Other interesting approaches exploit UE mobility and traffic
patterns [6], [7]. However, current commercial networks
only use blanket polling, in which a paging message is
distributed in all the cells of the UE TAL. Hence, operators
can only reduce signaling by optimizing the registration
areas design and this is the context of the present work.

2.2 TAL Updates: TA planning and TAL allocation
Research on location update strategies started with Global
System for Mobile Communications (GSM) systems and the
optimization of its location areas. There has been extensive
work on the matter and two big strategies can be identified,

static and dynamic. In the following paragraphs we review
the different approaches, most of them being also summa-
rized in Table 1 in a comparative manner.

In the first case, the areas are static and common for
all users. There are several out-of-standard approaches but
the only possible implementation today is the one based
on common registration areas, as previously explained. The
problem is an NP hard combinatorial optimization one.
Indeed, the sub-problem of assigning cells to location areas
is mathematically equivalent to the bin-packing problem
[10], which is known to be NP-complete [11]. Location areas
(or TAs in LTE and NR) correspond to bins due to their
paging capacity limit. We try to pack the cells to them in
such a way that the number of areas is minimized so as
to have a network with minimum signaling. Given the NP-
completeness, meta-heuristics have been identified as an ef-
fective tool to tackle the problem. The authors in [12] review
several of the works that deal with this strategy following a
static approach, without taking lists into account.

In [13], [14], M. Razavi et al. propose interesting heuris-
tics named the local search algorithm and the rule of thumb
method to assign a proper TAL to each cell. Therefore, TALs
are static but overlapped. This means that all UEs requiring
a TAL update in a certain cell get the same list. Since the
original cells are different for each UE, updates are dis-
tributed and TAL diversity is achieved. On the other hand,
there is no per UE adaptation and each TA is composed
of one cell. These designs improve the conventional use of
registration areas, i.e. without creating lists and their low
computational cost would allow a fast adaptation of TALs
to different periods of time. The authors in [15] go one step
ahead and optimize TAL allocation at the cell level by using
a variable-order Markov model. This allows to choose the
length of the UE routes to be considered so that the problem
complexity is kept bounded. However, since the TAL size is
assumed to be 1 TA, it would not be possible to perform a
per-UE allocation under current standards.

The distribution of cells into location areas allows com-
puting globally good solutions. However, since they are
common to all UEs, they cannot adapt to the user behaviour
in terms of mobility and traffic activity. Therefore, the sig-
nalling cost is not minimized. The present work optimizes
both TAs and TALs and pursues a per UE allocation, thus
falling into the category of dynamic approaches.

Dynamic approaches would allow to allocate TALs in
a per UE basis. In many works, areas are created once a
specific threshold is reached which can be based on distance,
movement, time, profile or velocity [16]. Some works also
add a reset in the TAL after an incoming call [17]. Once
the process is launched, a new location area is allocated,
usually as rings around the current cell. These mechanisms
were widely investigated in the context of 2G and 3G.
But, many of them required out-of-standard functionality.
Even needing the mobile terminal to know the network
topology in some cases. Alternatively, some works extend
these schemes to LTE and allocate a TAL around the TA
[18]–[20].

Many of these works fully rely on cells creating a perfect
hexagonal plane tessellation since this also simplifies the
analytic treatment (see Table 1). In fact, all the TAs in a
TAL are also identical in size. However, hexagonal analysis
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is useful for pre-planning tasks but at the end, coverage
shapes are very irregular, with certain cells having a lot and
irregular neighborhoods. The concept of ring is also very
unclear in hierarchical cell structures and in environments
with base stations having different transmission powers.
This work proposes a strategy that is agnostic to the RAN
layout and it is evaluated in a realistic network having cells
of different sizes.

Dynamic approaches also require to treat the UE move-
ment. In this sense, random walk and fluid flow model are
very commonly used, other group of works use Markov
chains. TAs are often assumed to be composed of 1 cell [18],
[19], [21]. Then, a probabilistic cell residence time can be
considered along with the probability of crossing to each
neighbour. This allows doing an analytic treatment of the
problem. This is improved in [21] by assuming a fluid flow
model to describe the dependence between the cell and
the area residence time. Therefore, signaling cost can be
evaluated by means of an embedded Markov chain, though
they are tested in a regular hexagonal layout. The authors
focus on the analysis of the total signaling cost for UEs
with a fixed trajectory, or at least, strong regularity. With a
similar Markov approach, the authors in [20] consider UEs
exhibiting weak regularity and include the TAL residence
time in the study. They consider that the number of TAs
in a TAL can vary, but all TAs are identical and shaped by
concentric rings comprising multiple cells.

Another set of works deal with linear 1D scenarios, used
to design strategies that are specific for railway scenarios.
In this case, the route of UEs can be anticipated and over-
lapping TALs allow to distribute signaling among TAs. In
this sense, the work [2] proposes that each cell manages a
list of TALs and allocates them after finding the optimum
proportions of UEs. In subsequent works [22], based on
min-max optimization approach the authors proposed two
separate solutions to decrease the TAU and paging signaling
messages. The first one tries to minimize the TAU overhead
while setting paging as a constraint, and the second one
minimizes the paging overhead while fixing the TAU over-
head as a constraint. In this model no assumption of UE
trajectories is required.

On the other hand, a small subset of works rely on real
traces, which require a simulation methodology. This is the
context of the current work, in which we use the Google
Maps API [23] to generate real UE mobility traces consider-
ing speed vectors that change along time and depending on
the means of transportation. The evaluation is then based
on very realistic simulations.

The utilization of ring shaped areas/lists allows adap-
tation to the UE speed, but they might well involve cells
having a very low probability of being in the UE route.
Hence, some authors have improved the adaptation to the
specific route by using sectors of rings that partially adapt
to the predicted route [24]. In [26], the average mobility
behaviour of UEs is analyzed to eliminate or add specific
cells not strictly included in the entire ring. In the current
work, we use machine learning to learn repetitive UE routes
and identify/predict whether the UE is following it. This
way, the TAL can adapt as much as possible to the UE
direction and speed so as to minimize signaling.

The benefits of TALs can only be achieved with a dy-

namic and adaptive assignment of the lists in a per UE
basis. In this respect, some works argue about an increase in
signaling. However, current standards indicate the tracking
area list to every UE in non-access stratum messages from
the MME. This happens no matter if the TAL is common
for all UEs in the cell or if it is specific for each one. Hence,
there is no extra complexity nor changes required if a per UE
allocation is used. This work is developed in this context, we
pursue not only a per UE optimization, but an optimization
based on different per UE patterns and learned profiles.

Alternatively, as shown on Table 1, several works assume
that TAs have a single cell. Note that using one cell per TA
allows the maximum flexibility in TAL design. However, the
TAL update response uses 40 bits per TA identifier, so there
might be an important increase in the signaling volume if
an upper bound is not considered. In fact, LTE imposes a
maximum TAL size of 16. Therefore, the approaches cannot
be applied in real networks unless TALs are very small,
which means they cannot fully optimize signaling cost.
Note that in some of the approaches, up to 4 rings are
considered to create TALs [19], which would exceed the
LTE limit. Even pedestrian UEs can go through 16 cells in
dense urban networks in a rather short time. In the present
work, we do not assume a fixed TA size to build TALs. We
propose the use of a pre-optimization task based on k-means
clustering [27] to find a suitable set of cells to include in
each TA. So, in this sense the approach is holistic and offers
a unified method. Our comparisons with other approaches,
are done by assuming that this pre-optimization task was
also executed in them.

The adaptation of TALs along time allows to design a
dynamic framework that adjusts to the network dynam-
ics. Thus, several works have posed the problem of TAL
allocation as a Self-Organizing Network (SON) function.
In [25], the authors introduced a dynamic framework to
adapt the TAL optimization model to SON. TALs are recom-
puted along time as handover statistics and traffic change.
Complexity is reduced by just considering congested areas
with high number of TAUs at their boundaries and not
to the whole network. The authors highlight that by in-
troducing more history of network’s behaviour, SON can
significantly improve the network performance. The work
in [26] also proposes a SON use case to minimize the
signaling overhead. The cell to TAL problem is solved using
a previous model based on pooling schemes [28]. The model
is modified and divided into a bi-objective minimization
problem that allows a dynamic approach for the optimal
assignment of cell-to-TAL. This work also seeks to achieve
load balancing through different MMEs. Finally, the work
in [29] optimizes the management of TALs by introducing a
two-stage based framework. The first one is executed offline
and assigns TAs to TALs. The second stage assigns TALs to
UEs in an online manner. In the online process, they take
into account the UE behaviour in terms of mobility and
connection frequency. In the offline process they proposed
three different schemes, the first one is for small cities with
high density populations, the second one is for networks
with high mobility, and the third one, is for any kind of
networks based on Nash Bargaining (NB) games to find a
trade-off among TAU and paging messages.
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Table 1: Related work

Ref. TA size TAL size Per UE allocation considering: Technique Mobility model Network layout
UE

velocity
Predicted

route
Individual

traffic

[13] 1 cell Static (per cell) × × × Heuristic. Local search Handover statistics Real city with
60 sites

[14] 1 cell Static (per cell) × × × Heuristic.
Rule-of-thumb

Handover statistics Real city with
60 sites

[15] Any 1 TA × × × Heuristic Variable-order
Markov based on
learned paths

Realistic

[17] Equal sized Equal sized × × × Distance based,
shortest-distance-first
paging

1D and 2D random
walk

1D and 2D
Manhattan
layout

[18] 1 cell Dynamic × Movement based Random walk Hexagonal

[19] 1 cell Dynamic for
high speed UEs

× × Speed based Markov based for
hexagonal topology

Hexagonal

[21] 1 cell Dynamic × × Movement based Fluid flow for
analysis. Random
walk for simulations

Hexagonal

[20] Equal sized Dynamic × × Movement based Fluid flow for
analysis. Random
walk for simulations

Hexagonal

[24] 1 cell 8 or 12 × × Distance based Realistic traces Hexagonal

[2] Equal sized Static pool of
TALs per cell

× × Linear programming
and allocation based on
optimum proportions

1D uniform 1D railway

[22] Single-sited Any × × × Min-Max Linear
Programming (MMLP)

Handover statistics Real city with
60 sites

[25] Any Any × × × Linear programming
repeated along time

Handover statistics
along time

Real city with
60 sites

[26] 1 cell Static pool of
TALs per cell

× × × Decomposition in 2
sub-problems.
Heuristic

Fluid flow model Hexagonal

[?] Any Any Machine learning with
clustering and
metaheuristic

Real traces Real city

2.3 Contributions

Given the previous paragraphs, we summarize our contri-
butions next, being most of them already anticipated when
explaining the existing research. The last row of Table 1 also
contains the features of our proposal, denoted as [?].

Different from previous works, we intensively exploit
the data already generated in the network to find patterns
from geo-spatial time series and perform a per UE allocation
considering its individual traffic activity and its mobility
profile, both considering the speed and predicted route.
Operator’s data is used to bring the capability of predicting
the UE behaviour. Thus, enabling mobile network operators
to allocate optimized TALs in real time.

The proposed approach consists of two main steps. First,
it estimates the type of UE based on UE’s reports. We
perform this estimation through supervised learning tools.
This results in an appropriately tuned prediction model,
which is then integrated in the next step, which assigns
TALs considering paging and Tracking Area Update (TAU)
signaling costs. More specifically, we perform this optimiza-
tion by means of metaheuristics (genetic algorithms) and
a multi-objective approach, which takes into account the
following considerations:

1) Lists are adapted to learned repetitive routes that UEs
may have for example while commuting on labor days.
Generating TALs that adapt to them allows minimiz-
ing the number of updates the UE has to perform
and hence, saving network resources and allowing a
more energy efficient idle mode operation. This adap-
tation considers both the geographical route and speed
changes. It is intuitive that UEs moving at high speed
benefit from larger areas since this implies less update
messages.

2) However, lists do also need to take into account UEs
traffic activity. So UEs receiving many incoming ses-
sions at certain periods of time will generate a lot of
paging messages. Such signaling is spread among all
cells in the UE TAL, so such profile of highly active
UEs should be allocated smaller lists to keep network
signaling low. On the other hand, UEs having very few
paging messages could be allocated larger TALs, since
their impact in the downlink is low and their uplink is
improved. Such sizes can adapt to the UE activity in a
spatio-temporal manner. Thus, depending on the time
of day, weekday... and UE position, lists adapt their size
to the predicted UE activity.
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Given the previous two considerations, we propose a
combined multi-objective and single-objective strategy to
group TAs into TALs. The multi-objective approach is ap-
plied to UEs having different levels of traffic activity but
a non-predictable route. Multi-objective analysis allows to
present signalling tradeoffs to the operator, in charge of
choosing one or another solution in specific areas of the
network and given its particular constraints. The single
objective optimization finds the most suitable TAL for UEs
whose route is repetitive in a certain geographic and time
coordinate. Metaheuristics are executed offline and the opti-
mized TALs are applied following the real time decisions of
a back-propagation Neural Networks (NN), whose design
and error evaluation is also a matter of analysis.

Every time a new TAL update is required, the approach
allocates customized TALs in a per UE manner. Both the
dynamics and traffic of UEs are considered in the decision.
Recall, that in static approaches, the areas are static and
common for all users and this is clearly not the case. The
strategy can be summarized as identification/classification
plus allocation of TALs. Optimized TALs are computed
offline and they are considering the learned routes and
traffic patterns. The allocation itself is executed following
the standard procedures from 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP), using information elements in non access
stratum messages.

The main benefit for the learning method is that it allows
self-awareness. That is, by learning UE’s behaviour the
network is capable to perceive its current status, interpret
them and then act in the future to provide personalized
services. The objective is to improve the way operators
address the network today by exploiting intelligent control
decisions procedures.

It is important to note that TALs cannot be optimized
without a previous assignment of cells into TAs. As previ-
ously indicated, we propose the use of a pre-optimization
task to find the most suitable number of cells per TA based
on k-means clustering.

From the previous subsection, we can observe that only
the approaches presented in [22], [25], [26], [29] consider
large-scale scenarios with different UEs mobility patterns
over time and velocities. However, none of them consider
a perfect classifier technique to assign TALs in a per UE
manner. This allows to introduce self-awareness into the
network by learning UE’s behaviours.

In summary, the proposed strategy is a novel holistic
approach composed of two main stages:

1) Per User Equipment (UE) pattern identification and
classification.

2) Tracking area lists optimization.
The first stage collects, analyses and exploits operator’s data
to perform pattern identifications to decide about the type
of each UE. This results in a predicted movement pattern
that is fed into the second stage. Then, the TAL allocation
is optimized according to the learned model. Depending on
whether the UE can be associated with a predicted route
at the time of TAL allocation, we applied single or multi-
objective strategy to group TAs into TALs. Multi-objective
strategy is applied for UEs not having a predictable route.
These UEs are optimized in an aggregated manner. For
UEs having a fixed or permanent route, single objective

strategy is applied, so the optimization is applied in a per
UE manner. If the optimization was multi-objective, that
would mean having a Pareto front per UE, which is not
practical. Then, a solution is chosen for each type of UE,
in different parts of the network and depending on operator
needs. Each process is depicted in Figure 1, and described
in the following sections.

3 UE PATTERN CHARACTERIZATION AND CLASSI-
FICATION

The weight of designing a TAL for each UE requires to
learn mobility patterns for each UE and compute optimal
lists. Nevertheless, such tasks are computed offline and have
already been considered in the context of 3GPP [30]. With
the upcoming of 5G, one of the main targets is to provide
personalized services to customers and the application of
artificial intelligence to the wireless area seems to be the
only path. The mobility pattern concept has been specified
and can be used to predict UE’s mobility pattern and
their associated TALs or TAs depending on the time of
the day and geographical position. Thanks to emergence
of distributed machine approaches, such complexity can be
currently handled. Indeed, operators and specialized com-
panies are putting important research efforts on machine
learning applied to the wireless area.

Two features are required to characterize a UE pattern
and include its behaviour in the TAL optimization task. The
first one is the volume of incoming traffic which directly
influences the number of paging messages generated by the
presence of that UE in a certain TAL and the second is the
level of mobility and route of UEs.

Because behaviour patterns can be highly variable, a
reliable discrimination between activities must take several
sources of evidence into account. Currently, operators may
perform such characterization from many sources. The LTE
MME may keep track of UE movement events using TAL
updates, including both the updates due to movement and
periodic updates. This simply implies a sampled and rough
analysis of the route. Looking at more precise characteriza-
tions, operators can also get cell identifiers when the UE
is actively connected to the network. Nowadays, a large
percentage of UEs switch to connected mode very often
due to frequent updates of background applications such
as e-mail or social networks. Even if that is not the case,
Call Data Records (CDRs) provide very useful information
to operators [31].

Nevertheless, information about mobility is becoming
more and more detailed and most users can check their
full location history timeline stored in services such as those
from Google. Information about origin and destiny, means
of transportation, route preferences, mean required time, etc.
can be data mined and combined with incoming data traffic
at the mobile network. Sources of information both from
the operator itself or external services do allow a precise
characterization of mobility and incoming data traffic. In
this context, one of the more delicate issues to leverage big
data analytics is a proper management of users privacy and
security.

Following the previous ideas, we indeed take advantage
of Google Maps API [23] to generate real UE mobility traces
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Figure 1: Holistic approach

over an arbitrary period of time and examine a variety
of patterns and UE behaviours. Section 5 provides more
information in this respect.

A certain percentage of UEs may not follow repetitive
routes, or at least not with enough frequency to establish a
pattern to be included in the TAL optimization. However,
even random UEs may be analyzed in an aggregated man-
ner so that TALs are optimized for the general movement
trends, for example hotspot generation at certain hours
in commercial areas. Such aggregated movement will also
determine the best allocation of TAs to TALs, both by
determining their size and geographic distribution.

Without loss of generality, we have considered a taxon-
omy of four possible types of UEs:

• FHT: UEs with an identified Fixed or permanent route
and having High incoming Traffic at a certain time.

• FLT: UEs with an identified Fixed route but having Low
Traffic.

• RHT: UEs that cannot be identified as following a
repetitive route in that time, i.e. having a Random
movement, and having High incoming Traffic.

• RLT: UEs showing Random movement and Low
Traffic.

In this process, we exploited the data generated within
the network itself to find mobility patterns of UEs through
machine learning techniques. A back-propagation NN [32]
is proposed for this purpose. The NN consists of two layers
plus its corresponding input layer, that receives the data
from which predictions are to be made. The output layer
is in charge of providing predictions and feedback training
and an intermediate hidden layer stores the characteristics
of the learned patterns. Figure 2 shows the structure of

Figure 2: Structure of one neuron in the network.

one of the neurons in the network. Regarding activation
functions, the logistic Sigmoid function is used in the hid-
den layer (f(x) = 1

1−e−x ) and a linear identity function
(f(x) = x) is used in the output one [33]. The network
is trained using the gradient descent algorithm, which is
widely used in back-propagation NNs to minimize the
error between outputs and targets. In machine learning, a
fundamental issue is to estimate the generalization error of
a model after being trained. Partitions between training and
testing sets must be chosen so that the NN is not overfit.
In that case, the NN would be very well adjusted to the
particular training data but would fail with new unseen
data. We have strengthened the network against over-fitting
by performing the K-fold cross validation procedure, as
shown in Figure 1 and Algorithm 1.

The technique performs K rounds of training plus vali-
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Algorithm 1: Model evaluation

input : X,Y : data set (mobility and signaling UE’s
characteristics)

output : model? : built training model

// Split X,Y into K folds random
1 for k = 1 : K do
2 Xtest,Ytest← fold k for test;
3 Xtrainval,Ytrainval← remaining folds (all except k);

// Split train+validation into K-1 folds random
4 for k2 = 1 : K − 1 do
5 Xval,Yval← fold k2 for validation;
6 Xtrain,Ytrain← remaining folds (all except k2);

// Train with each parameter on Xtrain,Ytrain
and evaluate on Xval,Yval, then choose the best
hyperparameter setting over the K2 folds

7 besthp ← tunner(Xtrain,Ytrain,Xval,Yval)
8 end

// Get a model with the training and validation
sets

9 model← NN(Xtrain+Xval,Ytrain+Yval, besthp);
// Predict types of UEs based on the trained
network

10 ŷ ← Predict(model,Xtest);
// Performance against the actual value

11 performances← NRMSE(Ytest, ŷ);
12 end

// return the model with the best performance
13 model? ← best(performances,model);

dation and testing over different non-overlapping sets (line
1 in Algorithm 1). It can be observed that a single subset is
used to test the model (line 2), and the rest of them (K-1) are
used for training and validation to find the best model (line
3). Within each iteration, there is an extra K-1 fold cross
validation (inner folds) to optimize the hyper-parameters
momentum update and learning rate [34] of each model
(lines 4-8). The outer cross validation is used to estimate
the error on a test set that the model has never seen before
(lines 9-11). Finally, we select the best model with the best
performance (line number 13). For our particular case, we
set K=10 [35], that means that samples of UEs are created
and partitioned into 80% for training, 10% validation and
10% testing. The performance of the NN will also be a
matter of evaluation in the results section.

Operator’s data is used to bring the capability of pre-
dicting the behaviour of each UE, so, enabling mobile net-
work operators to react in real time. That is, we collect,
analyze and exploit this data to get experience from it,
find patterns of users, and take better decisions. We con-
sider the distribution of different mobility characteristics.
In particular, the number of handovers and all the cell IDs
that each UE has crossed. Notice that since Release 12, LTE
includes a functionality which allows operators to get more
information about UE’s mobility. The UEs can store the
information related to the last 16 visited cells, no matter
if they were in idle or connected mode [36]. The UE may
send this information when changing its state from idle to
connected mode. We also consider the number of paging
and TAU overhead generated by that UE. Both mobility and
signaling act as input-output pairs to train the predictor,
i.e., this kind of data is what the predictor is supposed to be
able to produce once trained. The built model is then use to
optimize the TALs of each UE. Once we have found the NN
weights (wi) and bias (b) values (see Figure 2), the model

will be used with new data to predict the type of UE. So,
depending on this outcome, a different strategy is used to
allocate the TAL. In particular, we applied single or multi-
objective strategy to group TAs into TALs.

4 TRACKING AREA LISTS OPTIMIZATION

Given a network area with many cells, the objective of this
process is to find an optimal TAL design and assignment to
UEs so that the network signaling is kept minimized.

The design of TALs requires an underlying existing set of
TAs already planned. As it was previously mentioned, it is
not uncommon that new strategies for TAL optimization as-
sume that one TA is just composed of one cell. As previously
explained, such approach may not be the best in networks
implementing current standards. For this reason, prior to
optimize the allocation of TAs into TALs a new method to
group cells into TAs is proposed.

4.1 Grouping cells into TAs

In order to create TAs, a clustering technique is used. The
objective here is to find a basis of TAs to be used by the
TAL optimization itself. We propose the use of k-means
clustering [27] as a way to obtain meaningful TAs that can
be used as a basis for the TAL optimization. k-means aims at
grouping cells and creating the optimal Voronoi distribution
of TAs. This is a very fast method that allows to generate and
compare feasible TA distributions.

The complete process is depicted in Algorithm 2 and its
specific lines are referenced along the following explanation.
The algorithm is initialized with NTA initial means and
creates NTA TAs dictated by the resulting Voronoi diagram.
Once all the cells are assigned to a TA, the TA centroids
(new means) are computed from cell coordinates. Next,
each cell is re-assigned to the TA whose centroid has the
least squared Euclidean distance. The Voronoi distribution
is iteratively updated until it converges to the lowest sum
squared distance possible d(T). So, the algorithm aims at
solving:

arg min
T

d(T) =
NTA∑
k=1

∑
i∈tk
‖xi − µk‖

2
, (1)

where,
• T ∈ BNcell×NTA with B = {0, 1} is a matrix defining the

allocations of cells into TAs. In particular, tik = 1 if cell
i belongs to TA k, and 0 otherwise.

• NTA represents the number of tracking areas.
• tk = {i : tik = 1} is the set of cell indices in TA k.
• xi ∈ R2 are the coordinates of cell i.
• µk = 1/|tk|

∑
i∈tk xi is the centroid of TA k.

The algorithm sweeps among all the possible numbers
of TAs (line 2). For each case, it is executed in parallel for
100 different initializations (line 3), therefore obtaining 100
different solutions and choosing the best one. The initial
NTA centroids are chosen following the k-means++ method
[37] (line 4) just before the previously described k-means
procedure (line 5). At the end, the algorithm chooses theNTA
and T matrix that minimize signaling cost (N?

TA,T
?) (lines

15-18). In particular, for each TA configuration, an objective
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function is computed representing the signaling overhead in
the whole network. That is to say, the signaling that would
be needed if such TAs were directly planned in the network,
without no subsequent TAL optimization. Given this, the
contribution of TAUs to the network signaling overhead is
(lines 11-12):

TAUcost(T) =
Ncell∑
i=1

Ncell∑
j=1

φij ×mij , (2)

where,
• Ncell is the number of cells in the network.
• φij are the elements of matrix ΦT ∈ BNcell×Ncell gener-

ated from T. In particular, φij = 1 if cell i and cell j
belong to different TAs, and 0 otherwise (line 11).

• mij are the elements of matrix M ∈ NNcell×Ncell . It
represents the number of UEs moving from cell i to cell
j during the evaluation time. When i = j, it represents
the number of UEs staying in cell i. Note that in this
case, the contribution of such UEs to TAUcost would be
zero. There would be no change in cell, and so there
would be no possible change in TA (φii = 0).

On the other hand, paging overhead is given by (line 13):

Pcost(T) =
NTA∑
k=1

(
c ·T ·

Ncell∑
i=1

tik

)
, (3)

where,
• c ∈ NNcell is a vector such as ci contains the number of

incoming connections in cell i, computed as the rate of
incoming connections of each UE during the observa-
tion time (connections/h) multiplied by the total time
cell i appears in the UE’s route.

• Thus, c·T ∈ NNTA is a vector containing the aggregation
of incoming connections in the cells of each TA.

•
∑Ncell
i=1 tik ∈ NNTA is the number of cells in each TA.

• Hence,
(
c ·T ·

∑Ncell
i=1 tik

)
∈ NNTA is the number of

paging messages received in each TA during the ob-
servation time.

The minimization of TAUs is very important from UEs
viewpoint since it directly impacts on power consumption
and so, battery time. In order to capture this effect, the
contribution to the cost of one TAU is β times greater than
a paging procedure. It has been considered the commonly
accepted value for this penalizing factor, β = 10 [25]. The
final aim is minimizing the total signaling overhead cost
(line 14):

minimize
T

fcost(T) = β × TAUcost(T) + Pcost(T)

subject to NTA ≤ Ncell,

1 ≤
Ncell∑
i=1

tik ≤ Ncell, ∀k,

NTA∑
k=1

tik = 1, ∀i.

An additional and obvious restriction is that all TAs must
have a closed boundary.

Regarding the complexity of the strategies, k-means is
fast in practice, its worst-case running time is exponential

Algorithm 2: Clustering algorithm for allocation of
cells into TAs

input : {β,Ncell}
x ∈ RNcell×2: coordinates of all cells
R: set of routes of all UEs
c ∈ Ncell: incoming connections in each cell

output : {T?, f?, N?
TA}

// Number of UEs crossing neighbour cells
1 M← NumCross(R,x);
2 for n = 1 : Ncell do

// 100 solutions are evaluated in parallel
3 for r = 1 : 100 do

// Determine 1st set of centroids with
k-means++

4 µ←k-means++(x, n);

// Unsupervised clustering with k-means
5 {T, d(T)} ←k-means(n,x,µ);

// Save best solution
6 if r = 1 then
7 {T′, d(T′)} ← {T, d(T)};
8 else if d(T) < d(T′) then
9 {T′, d(T′)} ← {T, d(T)};

10 end
11 ΦT ← EvalSameTA(T′);
12 TAU← TAUCost(ΦT,M); // Compute TAU cost
13 P ← PagCost(T′, c,R); // Compute paging cost
14 f ← SigCost(TAU, β, P ); // Compute signaling cost

// Save solution with minimum cost
15 if n = 1 then
16 {T?, f?, N?

TA} ← {T′, f, n)};
17 else if f < f? then
18 {T?, f?, N?

TA} ← {T′, f, n)};
19 end

in the number of data points. Therefore, the run time of the
clustering is O(knT ) where k is the number of clusters, n
is the number of points and T the number of iterations. For
NN training complexity, we need to process all the weights
and all the neurons. Then, the complexity for learning m
examples where each gets repeated ε times, is O(Wmε),
where W is the number of weights. With respect to the
cross validation, since we are using K-fold cross-validation
(outer loop) and K-1 fold cross validation (inner loop), it is
required a quadratic number of models to be trained to the
number of K folds. Indeed, this option is computationally
more expensive than the normal cross validation, but it
selects the set of hyper-parameters that seem to provide the
best estimated performance.

4.2 Grouping TAs into TALs

Once the cells have been assigned into TAs, we propose a: 1)
single-objective and 2) multi-objective strategy to group TAs
into TALs. One or the other approach is used depending on
whether the UE can be associated with a predicted route at
the time of TAL allocation (see Figure 1).

1) The single-objective strategy is applied to UEs that were
identified as having a fixed or permanent route. In this
case, the UE is allocated a TAL that is optimized in
an ad-hoc manner for its specific predicted movement
pattern. That is to say, the optimization is applied in a
per UE manner. Thus, for FHT and FLT UEs, we pro-
pose an evolutionary (genetic) method but following a
single objective approach that will yield a solution.
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In particular, we propose the use of a classic Genetic
Algorithm (GA) [38]. In GAs, a solution is called an
individual, in our case, it is a vector s containing the
allocations of TAs into TALs. We create a N?

TA-by-1
vector containing TAL indices of each TA. We define
a set of lower and upper bounds on the TAL indices, so
that a solution is found in the range 1 ≤ s ≤ N?

TA.
The complete process is summarized in Algorithm 3
and explained in the next paragraphs. The specific lines
of the algorithm are referenced along the text.
The algorithm manages a collection of individuals or
population which is randomly initialized with valid so-
lutions (line 1-2). Then, the GA performs an intelligent
search aiming at the solution having minimum cost
[38]. This is done by using the three basic genetic
operators:

a) Selection: Pairs of parent solutions are iteratively
selected and combined to generate a complete new
population or offspring. The selection procedure in
this work follows the Roulette mechanism combined
with elitism [39]. The concept of elitism establishes
that the best solutions are directly copied to the new
population, this prevents losing them and increases
the performance of GA rapidly. In the present work
two elitist solutions are considered (see lines 2-3 for
the initial population and lines 11-12 for the rest).
This number must be chosen small enough to pro-
mote solution diversity and re-combinations and thus
a thorough exploration of the space of solutions. On
the other hand, the Roulette criteria establishes that
each solution is chosen with a probability propor-
tional to its cost, in this case inversely proportional
because minimization is desired (lines 5-6).

b) Crossover: Once a pair of solutions is selected, their
combination (crossover) is done with probability πc
(line 7). If there is no crossover, parent solutions are
directly transferred to the new population. Crossover
can be performed in multiple ways [39]. In this case,
since each solution is an array with the allocation of
TAs into TALs, the single point crossover strategy is
suitable. A dividing point is chosen randomly and
the first half of each parent solution is combined with
the second half, thus originating two new children
solutions. The sensitivity of cost to πc variations is
analyzed in Section 6.2.

c) Mutation: This operator introduces random modifi-
cations into the new children solutions. This is re-
quired since initial solutions are unlikely to contain
all the information needed to find the optimum via
crossover operations alone. The idea is to maintain
diversity within the population and inhibit prema-
ture convergence. Each element in the solution vector
is mutated with probability πm (line 8). It is rec-
ommended that this parameters is kept very low,
because the higher πm is, the closer the algorithm be-
haves as a random search. We have followed general
recommendations and πm = 0.01 [40].

2) The multi-objective strategy is applied to UEs not hav-
ing a predictable route at the time when the TAL must

Algorithm 3: Genetic algorithm operation

input : |Σ|: population size
πc: crossover probability
πm: mutation probability
Nelite: number of elitist solutions

output : s?: solution having minimum signaling
// Random initial set of valid solutions

1 Σ = {s1, s2, . . . , s|Σ|} ←Initialize(|Σ|);
// Compute costs for all solutions

2 f ←SigCost(s);
// Copy elitist solutions to future population Σ′

3 {s′1, s′2, . . . , s′Nelite
} ←BestSolutions(s, Nelite);

4 while elitist solutions do not converge do
5 for n = Nelite : 2 : |Σ| do

// Select parent solutions
6 {sp1, sp2} ←Roulette(Σ, f);

// Crossover parents with probability πc

7 {schild1, schild2} ←CrossOver(sp1, sp2, πc);
// Mutate genes with probability πm

8 {s′n, s′n+1} ←Mutation(schild1, schild2, πm);
9 end

// Offspring becomes current population
10 Σ = Σ′;

// Compute costs for all solutions
11 f ←SigCost(s);

// Copy elitist solutions to future population Σ′

12 {s′1, s′2, . . . , s′Nelite
} ←BestSolutions(s, Nelite);

13 end
14 s? ← s1

be allocated, RHT and RLT: Random high and low
traffic, in the taxonomy previously described. These
UEs are optimized in an aggregated manner and so a
Pareto front can be obtained for each type. Thus, for
RHT and RLT UEs, we focus on multi-objective evolu-
tionary (genetic) algorithms which aim at finding the
set of solutions that form the Pareto front. A solution is
Pareto optimal if it is a non-dominated one, meaning
it cannot improve the performance of an individual
cost function without degrading the other one. Note
that each solution represents an assignment of TAs into
TALs.
In our case, the cost functions represent the TAU and
paging signaling volume, but different to equations 2
and 3, now they are aggregated in the TAs conforming
every TAL, which is different for each UE.
The rationale of using a multi-objective approach is
that it proposes a set of solutions representing the
trade-off between both cost functions. That is to say,
when visualizing the Pareto front, the sensitivity of one
objective with respect to the other is clearer. For exam-
ple, if TAUcost gets much worse from a certain Pcost,
operators can decide to stay with a solution just before
entering in the area where the Pareto Front will have
a high slope. This way, the operator may choose one
or another solution depending on their priorities. Note
that it is important to update the TAL designs over time
in order to adapt to changes in UE location and mobility
patterns. If the mechanisms to gather information from
the network were specific for such purpose, that extra
signaling overhead should be considered to assess the
real cost of network reconfiguration [1], [41]. However,
as previously explained, data availability is nowadays
huge. It seems not reasonable to assume that specific
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data collection is needed.
Given the previous paragraphs, and starting with the
multi-objective approach, we shall consider both objec-
tives independently TAUcost and Pcost. Note that multi-
objective optimization involves several conflicting ob-
jectives simultaneously. Hence, an optimal decision can
be taken from Pareto optimal solutions in the presence
of trade-offs. As a consequence, the cost functions are
not combined but treated separately. So the optimiza-
tion formulation is given by,

minimize
s

TAUcost(s), Pcost(s)

subject to s ∈ S

Where S is the solution space created by all valid
solutions, s. The only restriction to create the TALs is
that they have closed boundaries. Note that there is
no restrictions in the number of TALs because there
are more potential TALs than TAs. This is due to the
multiple potential sizes and combinations that can be
created.
Among the multi-objective formulations available in
the literature, we focus on Non-dominated Sorting in
Genetic Algorithms II (NSGA-II) initially proposed in
[42] as an improved version of the original NSGA
algorithm [43]. The three main features of NSGA-II
are the use of non-dominated sorting, meaning that
candidate solutions are iteratively sorted according to
their Pareto dominance ranking. Second, the definition
of crowding distances that emphasize on less crowded
solutions to maintain the diversity and spread of the
Pareto front. And third, the use of elitism, indeed, as it
can be inferred from its name, NSGA-II takes advantage
of GA operators already described above. NSGA-II is
a well-known algorithm that requires the tuning of a
low number of parameters to consistently provide good
results, a formal treatment can be found in [44]. There
has been a lot of research in multi-objective algorithms
in the last decade, but NSGA-II still stands out as one
of its best exponents.

5 SCENARIO

We consider the city of Vienna, within an area of 2.5 · 104 ×
2 · 104 km2. The network consists of 207 base stations.
The number of UEs is computed considering the three
main operators plus the Mobile Virtual Network Operators
(MVNOs) that contribute altogether as as a fourth one.
The capital city area is also considered (414.65 km2) and
a subscriber density calculated as the inhabitants density
(4326 inhabitants/km2) multiplied by the service penetra-
tion factor. This is assumed to be equal to the LTE coverage,
expected to be 85% in 2015 [45]. So, we estimate the number
of clients per operator υ:

υ =
area(km2)× density(subscribers/km2)

number of operators
.

As a result, the estimated number of clients per operator is
500,000. In subsequent simulations we consider a sample of
more than 1% of the clients of one operator, which corre-
sponds to NUE =5410 UEs. We focus on modelling rush

Figure 3: UE’s distribution

hour traffic conditions, including the morning rush-to-work
and evening get-off-from-work traffic in the city of Vienna.
Mobility is generated from realistic traces downloaded from
the Google Maps APIs. So, we generate mobility based on
real-world streets, highways, etc. by queering the Google
Maps Places service to find start and endpoints. This API
allows us to get information, such as, the location history
time-line, which stores the routes a user has travelled with
time information. Indeed, an exact movement and position
of UEs is very important for providing meaningful evalua-
tion results of TAL assignment.

Ns3 has been used to interact with Google Maps API and
to convert downloaded information into way-points. Ns3 is
an open simulation environment for networking research.
It accounts for an important amount of models that are
widely validated and maintained [46]. Hence, the ns3 way-
point mobility model has been used to generate realistic
UE mobility, based on such real world locations and as
described in [47]. Figure 3, shows the visualization of the
UEs distribution, and the mobility trace generated automat-
ically. We consider both, vehicular and pedestrian UEs. The
UE speed is given by the different conditions (traffic, road
configuration, etc). The mobility traces generated provide
the Cartesian coordinates and the velocity vector in specific
waypoints at a given time.

6 ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We consider that for UEs with low traffic, the average
connection arrival rate per hour is λ = 1, whereas for UEs
with high traffic, λ = 50. Also, three levels of paging volume
are defined by means of parameter α = {0.05, 0.2, 0.4}
which indicates the percentage of UEs being paged. Hence,
the worst case is α = 40% having a load intensity of 50
pages/h. That would represent an average paging intensity
of 20 pages/h per subscriber. This value is in line with the
data considered in other investigations [48] or real study
cases [49]. It is important to note that with the widespread
use of smartphones and push messages, paging volumes
have increased significantly [50]. So, scenarios with high
paging intensity are specially interesting to analyze.
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Figure 4: Figure 4a represents the distribution for the optimum number of TAs found (N?
TA = 56), figure 4b represents a

solution in which NTA is a 50% lower than N?
TA, whereas figure 4c represents a direct allocation of one cell to one TA
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Figure 5: Total signaling cost that has been obtained by the
100 instances of k-means at each NTA.

6.1 Assigning cells into TAs

In this section, we present how the cells have been dis-
tributed into TAs, and how the overall signaling overhead
increases if cells are not correctly allocated.

Figure 4 represents the allocation of cells into TAs after
applying the k-means based procedure. Figure 4a shows
the distribution for the optimum number of TAs found
(N?

TA = 56). In this case the signalling cost is found to be
f? = 6.28e5. Figure 4b is an example of a solution in which
NTA is a 50% lower than N?

TA and Figure 4c corresponds
to the direct allocation of one cell to one TA NTA = Ncell.
Such situations have a cost of f = 1.07e6 and f = 1.078e6
respectively so the degradation may be important if cells are
not correctly allocated.

Figure 5 represents the signaling cost of each of the
100 solutions obtained by k-means for each NTA. From
this figure, we observe that the worst case in terms of the
signaling cost is when we consider the allocation of 207 cells
into one TA, i.e., NTA = 1. Due to the contribution of the
Pcost, we also observe that the signaling cost decreases up
to N?

TA = 56, which is the optimum number of TAs found.
After that, it increases back again, in this case due to the
contribution of TAUcost.

6.2 Assigning TAs into TALs
We present the performance of TAL optimization for the
different approaches according to the type of UE. In case of
FHT and FLT UEs, we optimize the TALs following the GA
approach, otherwise we perform multi-objective optimiza-
tion with NSGA-II. For both cases, the N?

TA configuration
depicted in Figure 4a is considered as an input.

6.2.1 TAL optimization for FLT and FHT types of UEs
As we stated earlier, for UEs having a predictable route, the
optimization is applied in a per UE manner by following a
single objective approach. In this case, the UE is allocated a
TAL that is optimized in an ad-hoc manner for its specific
predicted movement pattern. In particular, the GA acts over
all the TAs in the UE route. The performance of this GA
based approach is compared against three benchmarks:
• OneTAL scheme: All the TAs in the UE route are

grouped in one single TAL.
• IOTA scheme: Gradient-based method that starts from

the OneTAL assignment, iteratively isolates the highest
overloaded TA: Once the most overloaded TA has been
identified, the TAL is split in that point and signaling
overhead is re-calculated for each cut. If the resulting
total cost is less than the OneTAL scheme, we keep
IOTA’s configuration, otherwise we maintain only one
TAL. The process is repeated until no improvement is
obtained.

• NTA = NTAL scheme, which corresponds to the direct
allocation of one TA to one TAL.

The performance among these approaches can be appreci-
ated in Figures 6 and 7. These figures represent the contri-
bution of FHT and FLT type of UEs to the total signaling
overhead in the network. It can be observed that for
UEs having low traffic (Figure 6) the worst allocation is
to perform a direct assignment of TAs into TALs. This is
because in such conditions, the total signaling is mainly
conditioned by TAUs. On the other hand, for UEs having
high incoming traffic (Figure 7), the worse approach would
be allocating one single TAL to the route they follow, since in
this case paging is the limiting factor. Also, the NTA = NTAL
scheme becomes the best among the three benchmarks but
still having margin for improvement since it neglects TAUs
impact. IOTA is able to improve oneTAL particularly for HT
UEs, but performs worse than the NTA = NTAL scheme. This
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Figure 7: Total signaling cost after TAL optimization for
different number of fixed UEs being paged and belonging
to group FHT

is because it is gradient based and gets trapped in a local
minimum with high probability. For low traffic conditions
IOTA provides almost the same results as OneTAL. The
reason is that IOTA keeps the original single TAL in most
cases.

It is clear that a different treatment is required, a strategy
that is able to perform well no matter the traffic conditions
of the UE. From both figures, we observe that GA provides
the best results with signaling reductions of up to 67% and
52% with respect to the second best case for LT and HT UEs
respectively. The reason behind this is that GA performs as
a more intelligent search, accepting worse solutions with
a certain probability so that other areas in the space of
solutions can be explored. Gains are always maximum for
an intermediate number of UEs being paged and are lower
for the extreme cases (5 and 40%), as shown in Table 2.
Finally, it is obvious that HT users cause more cost to the
network than LT users. On the other hand, the price to pay
when using the GA approach is the need for a correct tuning

Table 2: GA gains with respect to second best scheme

α −→ 5% 20% 40%
FLT 21.4% 67.2% 59.3%
FHT 27.6% 52.1% 36.4%
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Figure 8: Evolution of total signaling cost for different values
of crossover probability. FHT UEs case with α = 5%

of its internal parameters. Figure 8 shows the evolution of
cost as a function of crossover probability for the FHT case
with α = 5%. The plot represents the mean values (also with
numbers), standard deviations (square limits) and extremes
(line limits) over 50 generations. We can observe that the
algorithm is quite robust to wrong adjustments, and the gain
is only changed in their second decimal digit for the extreme
cases, 0 and 1. We observe that setting the crossover fraction
to 0.8 yields the best result.

6.2.2 TAL optimization for RLT and RHT types of UEs

As we stated previously, this type of UE does not have
a predictable route, therefore, we cannot assign a specific
TAL, since the information regarding their final destination
is un-known. Hence, this type of UEs are optimized in
an aggregated manner based on NSGA-II multi-objective
formulation. Here, we also consider as an input the TA
configuration represented in Figure 4a.

The performance of the whole network can be observed
in Figures 9 and 10, where a Pareto front is obtained for
each type of UE. These figures illustrate the performance
achieved by the NSGA-II. They show the set of points
along the entire Pareto front for each scenario, i.e., when
the percentage of UEs being paged is: 5%, 20% and 40%.
These figures also show the performance with respect to
two approaches, namely NTA = NTAL and min-max linear
programming (MMLP). The first one is a direct allocation
of one TA to one TAL, whereas the second one follows
the procedure presented in [22], where the authors propose
a scheme using overlapped TALs and min-max optimiza-
tion. This is formulated and computed by means of linear
programming and dealing with both congestion mitigation
in TAU and congestion mitigation of paging. The authors
propose two separate solutions to decrease the TAUcost and
Pcost via TAL management. One solution tries to minimize
the TAU overhead while setting paging as a constraint, and
the other one tries to minimize the paging overhead while
fixing the TAU overhead as a constraint.
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Table 3: NSGA-II improvement (signalling cost reduction in
%) when compared with NTA = NTAL and MMLP-TAU/PA

RLT RHT
α NSGA-II vs. NTA = NTAL NSGA-II vs. NTA = NTAL

5% 68.95% 65.08%
20% 60.26% 51.99%
40% 66.90% 64.03%
α NSGA-II vs. MMLP(TAU) NSGA-II vs. MMLP(PA)

5% 16.83% 52.42%
20% 2.72% 21.50%
40% 0.33% 20.77%

It can be seen that the multi-objective approach is ca-
pable of finding a set of solutions representing the tradeoff
between TAU and paging. As previously explained, the op-
erator should decide which is the solution that best suits the
specific part of a network depending on the MME available
capacity. We observe that, for each point on the Pareto front,
the TAUcost can be improved only by degrading the Pcost

and vice versa, i.e., the paging overhead improves only
by degrading the TAU overhead. Each Pareto front can
be compared with the solution provided by NTA = NTAL
(squares in the picture). It can be seen how that approach
penalizes the TAU cost a lot and still, it is not able to find a
non dominated solution (it does not optimizes paging), thus
falling on the right of the Pareto front. On the other hand,
MMLP is more interesting since it solves better the tradeoff
(there is no extreme penalization of one of the costs in most
of the cases) but it also falls on the left of each front.

For the sake of completeness, Table 3 summarizes the
total signaling cost improvement compared to NTA = NTAL
and the best MMLP case. In particular, for RLT UEs, the
comparison is done taking the MMLP solution that mini-
mizes TAU overhead, whereas for RHT, the comparison is
done with the solution that tries to minimize the paging
overhead. For the sweep of situations that has been eval-
uated, it can be observed that improvement with respect
to NTA = NTAL ranges from 51.99% to 68.95% and this
is basically due to a much better management of paging
signaling. Gains over MMLP range from 0.33% to 52.42%
but in this case the solutions proposed by that technique are
more balanced than NTA = NTAL and in some cases it is able
to find solutions falling in the Pareto Front, with a gain of
NSGA-II of just 0.33%.

Therefore, we can conclude about the effective perfor-
mance of the multi-objective approach for UEs moving with
random (or non predictable) routes.

Regarding NSGA-II tuning, Figure 11, illustrates the
selection of the population size (|Σ|) and the number of
generations in terms of the signaling cost. Note, that after
900 generations, there is almost no difference in terms of
signaling cost. Therefore, we set the number of generations
equal to 900 and the psize = 300.

Given that GA and NSGA-II perform the best for the
situations they were applied, the success of the approach
depends on a correct classification of UEs and individual
allocation of TALs into UEs, which is analyzed subsequently.

6.3 Assigning TALs to UEs
We consider the mobility and incoming data traffic (inputs),
as well as, the type of UEs (output) to build the learning
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Figure 9: Pareto Front for RLT type of UEs
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Figure 11: Total signaling cost. Computed after tuning the
number of generations and the population size for RHT type

model. Once the NN has been trained to distinguish be-
tween different types of UEs, it is used to generate predic-
tions for new data with α = 20%, i.e., once the NN forms a
generalization of the input-output relationship, it generates
outputs for inputs it was not trained on.

The performance of the predictor can be observed in
Table 4, which summarizes the results by the error matrix. In
this table, the columns correspond to the predicted groups,
and the rows show the real ones. The diagonal shows the
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Figure 12: Different combinations of UE types

Table 4: Confusion Matrix

Target
Output Accuracy

RLT RHT FLT FHT
RLT 267 0 21 0 92.7%
RHT 0 271 0 0 100%
FLT 4 0 250 0 98.4%
FHT 0 0 0 271 100%

98.5% 100% 92.3% 100% 97.7%

number and percentage of correct predictions. That is, 267
of UEs belonging to random UEs with low traffic conditions
(RLT) are correctly classified. This corresponds to 98.5% of
all RLT UEs. 4 of the RLT type of UEs are incorrectly classi-
fied as fixed UEs with low traffic conditions (FLT) and this
corresponds to 1.5% of all RLT type of UEs. Similarly, 21 FLT
type of UEs are incorrectly classified as random UEs with
low traffic conditions (RLT) and this corresponds to 7.7% of
this type of UEs. Finally, 271 of the UEs belonging to fixed
UEs with high traffic (FHT) and 271 of the UEs belonging to
random UEs with high traffic (RHT) are correctly classified.
This corresponds to 100% of FHT and RHT type of UEs.

Summarizing, out of group of UEs with RLT predictions,
92.7% are correct and 7.3% are wrong. Out of 271 group
of UEs with RHT predictions, 100% are correct. Out of 271
group of UEs with FLT predictions, 98.4% are correct and
1.6% are predicted as group of UEs with RLT predictions.
Finally, out of 271 group of UEs with FHT predictions, 100%
are correctly classified. Overall, 97.7% of the predictions are
correct and 2.3% are wrong classifications.

6.4 Performance of complete approach

In this section, we analyze the results obtained when the
complete strategy operates in a network in exploitation. In
this evaluation, we consider 5410 UEs, where 2705 UEs
correspond to FHT and FLT types, and the rest of them
correspond to RHT and RLT. It has been analyzed the total
signaling overhead associated with paging and TAU in the
whole network. This has been done when the TAL assign-
ment considers the UE type prediction in terms of mobility
and incoming traffic. Five cases have been considered, they
are graphically depicted in Figure 12 and indicated in the
vertical axis of Figure 13. It can be understood that the
columns of each matrix indicate the kind of traffic condi-
tions, low (L) or high (H), whereas the columns represent the
trajectory of each UE, fixed (F) or random (R). For example,
for the upper bars, 70% of the UEs have a predictable route
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Figure 13: Total signaling cost after TAL optimization for
different combinations of type of UEs

and show low traffic conditions (FLT), the rest of UEs are
equally distributed into the other three types.

In order to compare the signaling reduction achieved
by the proposed mechanism, Figure 13 shows the overhead
obtained with and without prediction. The case without pre-
diction treats all UEs as RLT or RHT, there is optimization
but only traffic variations are considered and route predic-
tion is not performed. As it can be seen, by predicting UE
profiles, the total signaling overhead is reduced drastically.
Gains appear in all the situations and they increase with the
number of FHT UEs. Thus the case with more outstanding
gain is the second one, when 70% of UEs are FHT, and lower
gains appear when 70% of UEs is RLT.

Figures 14a and 14b show an example of TAL optimiza-
tion for one specific UE, with and without prediction. The
white line represents the route of the UE, and each box
corresponds to one TAL for this particular UE, i.e. each box
is composed by a set of TAs, which are composed by a set
of cells. On one hand, from Figure 14a, we observe that, if
we are able to predict the UE’s activity in a spatio-temporal
manner, the number of TAs that comprises one TAL follows
pretty much the route of the UE. On the other hand, if the
prediction is not able to identify a specific route, the TAL
optimization based on NSGA-II is used. Then, the region
of each TAL covers more than the required to follow the
UE’s route. This means an increase in overhead due to extra
paging.
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(a) (b)

Figure 14: TAL optimization. Figure 14a represents the optimized TALs in a per-UE manner with prediction, whereas
Figure 14b illustrates the optimized TALs without prediction
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Figure 15: Sensitivity of the prediction gain with the per-
centage of fixed UEs having high paging traffic

Furthermore, in order to evaluate the sensitivity of the
gain as a function of the number of UEs, Figure 15 shows
the CostT versus the number of UEs providing more gain to
the prediction, the FHT type. From this figure, we observe
how the gain in the prediction increases as a function of
the percentage of UEs being paged. Therefore, mitigating
signaling overhead due to profile prediction not only is
significant, but also it increases with the number of UEs.

The main advantage of considering this approach, is
that it enables the assignment of customized TALs in a per
UE manner, and such TALs adapt their sizes in a spatio-
temporal manner, i.e., depending on the time of day, or the
weekday. As a result, the operator could be able to find
the TAL configuration that best meets the real state of the
network.

We close this section with a discussion about the impact
of specific UEs changing their behaviour and not being

correctly identified by the NN. Indeed, it is expected that
this situation happens for a certain percentage of UEs. For
example, a UE that starts a new route that the NN has not
yet learnt. In this case, the UE is predicted to have a random
route and so the TAL is allocated following the aggregated
UEs pattern in the region. Thus, signaling cost would not be
fully minimized and would fall in between the two values
in each pair of bars in Figure 13.

Alternatively, if a UE is predicted to have a certain
repetitive route but it changes its behaviour, then uplink
signaling would be higher for that UE. The most extreme
case would happen if only one cell is common between the
predicted and the real route. In that case, the UE would
perform a TAU as soon as it leaves the current cell. After
this event, a new TAL is allocated and so a new evaluation
by the NN would happen. At this point, the UE would
be identified as having a random route and a general TAL
(not route specific) would be assigned, so the impact on the
signaling would be very low and localized in time.

For UEs having low traffic but being identified as high
traffic, paging cost would be reduced but TAU cost would
be increased, and vice versa. In this case, the reaction time
would equal the time window in which the traffic intensity
is evaluated.

A small percentage of UEs not being correctly identified
generates low impact on the network signaling. Indeed, the
NN that has been used in this work already makes mistakes
of up to 7.3% in certain types of UEs and still the signaling
reduction was shown to be very noticeable.

Regarding scalability issues, we must first note that the
approach has been applied to a city that accounts for 207
sites, 5410 users, 530,180 routes and an observation time
of 3600 seconds. With such configuration, it was required
a processing time of 8 hours to compute optimal solutions
using core i7 6700 at 3.40 GHz with 4 cores and no parallel
programming. When compared to other planning processes
(e.g. radio planning), this is a very modest time, and so
there is a large margin to increase the data set and com-
plexity of the network. Nevertheless, it is a fact that having
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a centralized approach may pose scalability problems as
larger parts of the network are considered. In this sense, the
computation should be distributed. The usual practice based
on monolithic data sets and learning processes that generate
a unique model might soon be phased out with distributed
approaches. In our particular case, this would include not
only distributed machine learning, but also parallelization
of GA / NSGA [51].

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a holistic approach for
a dynamic TAL optimization. The proposed strategy aims
at exploiting big data analytics and UE patterns from geo-
spatial time series to generate optimized TALs in a per UE
manner. This is done by proposing a different optimization
treatment depending on whether the route of the UE can
be predicted. Thus, a combination of multi-objective and
single-objective optimizations is proposed and evaluated
under very realistic conditions and for different traffic situ-
ations. The optimization is completed by a pre-optimization
work in which the k-means algorithm is proposed to gen-
erate the basis allocation of cells into TAs. Results indicate
that solutions with better cost than a direct allocation of one
cell into one TA can be found, and thus overcoming the
limitations of that approach in terms of signaling. Without
loss of generality, a taxonomy of four possible types of UEs
has been considered and a NN has been used as pattern
classifier so that TALs can be applied in a per UE manner.
All the mechanisms have been evaluated individually and
operating jointly and results demonstrate the ability of the
proposed scheme to reduce signaling related to idle mode
mobility. The approach is complete and offers to the opera-
tor a closed solution.
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